


KEY POINTS
Welcome back to Day 3 and Task 3.

This is a really important day and this is going to really give you a
completion around your Why and your Sustainability Goals. You're
really going to start seeing everything shaping up when you
complete this task. I will say to you before I explain what it is, that
there is some resistance toward this because of the nature of the
type of subjects and what you need to do for it.

You are going to be creating your Ideal Consumer Profile or your
Ideal Consumer Avatar (ICA) as it is sometimes known. This is
going to be the person who you are going to make your garment
collection for, make your product for and ultimately your brand
for. So this is super important and it's also incredibly important to
get amazing clarity over.
Some people say to me: what is the point of creating somebody
really specific that I need to create my own collection and brand
for, if I want to sell to lots of different people? Why don't I just



create products and then find all these people that I want to sell
to? Big no-no. What we want to do is, again (big buzzword )
“intentionality”, but so important as well, when we're talking about
actually creating what we're doing this week. For today, more so
than ever.

What I want you to do is to grab your work sheet, or grab a piece
of paper and really think about who your Ideal Consumer is going
to be for what it is that you want to create.
This is all to do with manifestation: you are making this person up,
but at the same time, there is going to be some reality towards to
it, because this is going to be coming from your experiences, so
this person becomes a real person.

I want you to deep dive into who this person is. Obviously we
know what their age is and what they do for a living, all of that
basic stuff. But I want you to really start looking at what their
behaviours are, what their lifestyle is. You're going to deep dive
into everything about that person. If I called you up, for example,
and I said to you: what is your best friend doing today at three
o'clock in the afternoon? You would be able to describe to me
what it is that they're doing. It's going to be somebody that would
be like your best friend, you know inside out exactly what they're
doing, what they like and what they dislike.

I want to know everything about them, apart from the fact that
they have the basic demographics. What are they doing for their
spare time, evenings and weekends? What are they doing at
work? What does that partner do? Do they have any children and



what are they up to with the kids? What do they watch or do they
read? What kind of socials are they looking at all the time? How
often are they doing that?

Sustainability. Obviously, that's a really big subject. What is their
take on that? What do they think about it? What do they
participate around that, at the moment? What brands are they
supporting, what brands are they buying? Because it's going to
give you a really good indication for what you could be doing with
your brand as well.

What do they eat? What do they like doing with their friends?
We can go on and on, guys. The thing is, it's a deep dive and it's all
about a behaviour and lifestyle. I want to highlight that for you.

So go off and do that. And I promise you, you let go of the
resistance and just be with the exercise, you will see your Ideal
Customer coming to life and that will give you access to be able
to know exactly what your brand is going to be about.

ACTION POINTS
1. YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMER

Here you will focus on creating an avatar for your ideal customer,
remember to be as detailed as you can when you fill out the form
below!



LEVEL 1 BASIC DEMOGRAPHICS

Name

Age (Exact)

Job/Employment



Status Car/Transport

Relationship Status Lives (Exact location)

Kids/No Kids House

Works (Location) Income/Earnings

Hobbies



LEVEL 2 DEMOGRAPHICS

Partners Employment Status

Investments/Saving

Monthly Spending

Holidays/Travel

Eating



Reading

Watching (TV/Streaming/Social)

Downloaded Apps

Favourite Brands



Social Media

Daily Social Media Usage

What’s important to them with regards to Sustainability?



LEVEL 3  DEMOGRAPHICS

What are they lying in bed at night with (worries and concerns)?

What secret desires do they have?

What are their day-to-day frustrations and problems?




